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We believe that everyone who attends the Vision Zero Train the Trainer course will emerge inspired,
engaged and motivated, having had a memorable high-quality experience.
We aim to transform the training
room into a welcoming and dynamic
environment – not only for your
delegates, but also for you, our trainers.
To help you achieve this, we’ve
developed The Vision Zero Train the
Trainer e-learning course. This is an
innovative toolbox of techniques,
using established training theories and
concepts to enable trainers to meet
learners’ needs. It will enhance and
develop knowledge. It will help you
to deliver engaging, learner-focused
training, fully maximising the potential
of the Vision Zero training material.
The course will develop your ability to
run exciting and productive courses,
develop essential training skills and
promote a clear understanding of
how to teach effectively – leaving you
energised and well-equipped to deliver
quality training sessions that will draw
out the best input from you to get the
best results from your audience.

Made up of six guided learning hours,
the course is suitable for all levels of
training experience, building your
confidence so that you can embrace
any training room scenario.
The course is aimed at people who
want to deliver Vision Zero training, or
aspire to do so. We already provide the
materials, workbook and presentation
for all course – so the focus of Train the
Trainer is on great delivery.
The assessment
When you’ve completed the course,
you will unlock the end of course
assessment, which must be completed
to obtain certification. This consists
of a randomised knowledge test with
questions draw from the knowledge
you will have gained from of all sections
of the course. The questions are in
multiple formats including multiple
choice, true or false and drag and drop.
Full instructions are provided with each
question.

IOSH reviews each assessment, awards
a pass or fail and provides feedback,
if required. Successful learners receive
a certificate by email, which can be
downloaded or printed. Successful
completion of the course supports
part of the criteria required to train the
Vision Zero course.
Pricing
The Train the Trainer course costs
£26.00 + VAT and gives you full access
to the course content and two attempts
at the assessment.

To find out more information about the course, or to book on the course, please call our Bookings team on
+44 (0)116 257 3197, or email ISSAVZ@iosh.com
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